Exhibit A

Greetings Councilors –

Exhibit B

The members of ACEAC appreciate the opportunity to speak with you this evening. We would
like to discuss our vision for updating the City’s Veteran’s Day celebration.
After careful consideration and research, our volunteer group would like to see the city
embrace a more wide-reaching action that would involve everyone in our community honoring
our veterans.
We came to this decision by compiling the following conclusions about the current meal
format:
-

So many intuitions, both public and private, offer free meals to veterans on the holiday
that our event is getting lost in mix.
The cost of this option cannot be greatly controlled, as we never know how many will be
attending – for us this speaks to sustainability.
This option does not usually include an arts component.
We feel this event could do more to remind every day citizens of this special day.

To achieve greater results, we would like to propose a more visual display that would be grown
over time and across budgets. This phased plan would also incorporate the varied parts of
Fairview from the village to the historic and lake areas, who’s citizens sometimes feel left out of
celebrations.
1. As in previous years, small flags would be displayed in the City Hall’s green space facing
Village Street.
2. We would like to hang banners (like the ones on the screen, 35’x55’, full color, and
double sided) on lamp poles around the community.
a. Phase One would see approximately 32 of them around the village, on Halsey,
and a few where the retro lamp posts are located.
b. While working with area stakeholders, additional phases would see them spread
down the parkway and 223rd, then eventually around the lake area.
c. In additional phases, where we cannot display banners, we would like to
wrap/hang ribbons down our main thoroughfares.
d. As the banner population grows, ribbons would then spread down side streets.
e. The group has talked about campaigns to encourage citizens to display their own
ribbons at the same time.
3. We would like to host a Quilts of Valor presentation that day at City Hall.
4. Additionally, at the same time as the Quilts of Valor presentation or not, there could be
a short ceremony to raise a flag honoring those lost in action at City Hall and/or the
Parks Building, which could include a musical component.
5. Per the budget, this year’s plans would fall underneath our current threshold and
expand according to each year’s allotment.

6. We also see these displays being hung for other holidays, such as Memorial Day and the
4th of July. This would expand the City’s ability to create visual celebrations and sense of
community year-round.
Our group in especially keen on engaging the public in our displays of celebration. Thus,
making it a truly magnificent show of thanks and remembrance each year. We ask for your
support in making this change, as bringing people together is our main goal.
We appreciate your time and thoughtful consideration.

